
for more information call
888.560.5222 FAX 888.560.8727 Monday - Sunday 8:00am to 6:00pm EST

IMPORTANT CLEANING NOTICE
To maintain your accessories use 

only mild soap and water
Never use acids, harsh abrasives or detergents.

PS32 4PCS

PS31 4PCS

PS39 2PCS

PS33 2PCS

PS30 2PCS

PS37 2PCS

PS36 2PCS

PS41 1PCS

PS40 1PCS

24” TOWEL BAR

Step 1- Mount both mounting brackets (PS30) supplied with screws (PS31) and anchors (PS32) to wall by first 
choosing desired height above the floor of towel bar (this distance is based on the convenience of the 
user, there is no correct height).

Step 2- Using supplied template (located on the back of the packing tray) make four marks on wall (24” apart).
Use a level to make sure that the two top marks are parallel to the floor.

Step 3- Hold mounting bracket (PS30) over first mark and align top mark on the wall with top hole in bracket. 
Check to see if bottom mark aligns with hole in bracket (PS30). Using the level, check again to make sure 
that the two top marks for the two holes in mounting bracket are also level and one above the other. 

Step 4- Drill hole in the center of each mark  (if drilling through tile use a masonry drill) and push anchors (PS32) 
into holes.

Step 5- Install both mounting brackets (PS30) using the screws (PS31) through the holes and into the anchors 
(PS32).

Step 6- Push both towel bar ends (PS33) onto towel bar (PS41) and place over mounting brackets (PS30). 
Installed on wall by pushing in the top first and pulling down over the bottom of the mounting brackets. 
*(make sure that the set screw holes on the towel bar bases (PS33) are facing down toward the floor.)

Step 7- Install both set screws (PS39) into the bottom holes of both the towel bar ends and tighten with Allen 
wrench (PS40) supplied.

*set screw must face down

TOWEL BAR
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Please leave this sheet and warranty for the customer for future reference
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for more information call
888.560.5222 FAX 888.560.8727 Monday - Sunday 8:00am to 6:00pm EST

IMPORTANT CLEANING NOTICE
To maintain your accessories use 

only mild soap and water
Never use acids, harsh abrasives or detergents.

PS39 1PCS

PS31 2PCS

PS32 2PCS

PS33 1PCS

PS30 1PCS

PS45 1PCS

PS47 1PCSPS40 1PCS

PS32 2PCS

PS31 2PCS

PS39 1PCS

PS30 1PCS PS33 1PCS
PS37 1PCS

PS46 1PCS

PS40 1PCS

PS32 2PCS

PS31 2PCS

PS39 1PCS

PS44 1PCS

PS33 1PCS

PS30 1PCS

PS37 1PCS

PS42 1PCS

PS40 1PCS

PS45 1PCS

PS34 1PCS

PS35 1PCS

NOTE: The open end of loop 
paper holder (PS42) should be 
facing back towards the wall. 
It can be reversed by removing 
inner screw (PS34) and lock 
washer (PS35) on the inside of 
paper holder base (PS33). Turn 
loop paper holder (PS42) over 
(180 degrees) and re-install screw 
and lock washer then tighten. This allows 
the paper holder to be mounted either on the left 
or right side. If the open end of the loop paper holder is 
facing away from the wall, the paper roll will have a tendency to 
come off the loop paper holder when the paper roll is pulled down.

PAPER HOLDER

ROBE HOOK

TOWEL RING

*set screw must face down

*

*
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Step 1- Locate where accessory is to be mounted and 
make a mark where the center of the accessory 
base (PS33) is.

Step 2- Using mounting bracket (PS30)  as a template 
mark top and bottom holes, use level to make 
sure the two holes are perpendicular to the floor.

Step 3- Drill hole in the center of each mark  (if drilling 
through tile use a masonry drill) and push anchors 
(PS32) into holes.

Step 4- Install mounting bracket (PS30) using the screws 
(PS31) through the holes and into the anchors 
(PS32).

Step 5- Push accessory base (PS33) over mounting bracket 
(PS30) by pushing in the top first and pulling down over the 
bottom of the mounting bracket *(Make sure that the set screw hole on the 
accessory base (PS33) is facing down toward the floor.)

Step 6- Install set screw (PS39) into the bottom hole of accessory base (PS33) and tighten 
with Allen wrench (PS40) supplied.

Please leave this sheet and warranty for the customer for future reference

ACC2
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